Abstract

Cloud Computing opens a new chapter in Information Technology. It has its roots in internet technology, and like the Internet, it is rapidly and forcefully advancing into a large range of applications and services. While standardization of Cloud Computing is ongoing, there is every indication that cloud technology is here to stay and will cover most sectors of society, including education. This paper discusses the potentials of Cloud-Based Education (CBE) in STEM areas to better stimulate and engage students in their pursuit of knowledge and learning.

This paper introduces the concept of Cloud-Based Education for Computer Science (CBE-CS) and discusses how its framework can be achieved. Further, it shows how the platform can be generalized to use in various STEM areas. The authors argue that the potentials in using Cloud Computing for teaching Computer Science courses are extraordinary since CS has an intimate relationship with the cloud infrastructure. Thus, CBE-CS can greatly facilitate teaching complex underlying organizations of CS courses such as Operating Systems, Communication Networks, Cyberspace Security, Web-Based Applications, Database, and High Performance Computing. While other STEM education can extensively benefit from CBE at the Software as a Service (SaaS) level to present meaningful examples in the lectures, CS courses can move deeper and also utilize the lower levels of cloud services. Such capability can deliver valuable examples and laboratories for CS students to better understand large scale applications and their complexities.

Introduction

The accelerated development in Information Technology and the necessity for enhanced learning environments by harnessing advance technologies and resources has created a need to teach Computer Science and Engineering students more effectively using technological advances. Cloud Computing [1-5,7] appears to be one of the most beneficial tools for this purpose due to the offered benefits like availability, scalability, agility, elasticity, and on-demand services. These characteristics, among many others, can give the impression that Cloud Computing might significantly enhance the learning environment especially for STEM.

Cloud Computing evolved from virtualization technologies which already existed in the IT ecosystem. Virtualization hides the underlying complexities and allows multiple customers, with diverse applications and demands, to utilize the Cloud simultaneously. The platform can offer a wide range of services using the virtualized services. The Cloud delivers a unique view of its resources and services, promoting user friendliness, cost-effectiveness, elasticity, and the pay-as-you-go business model. These features triggered significant interests in Cloud Computing worldwide.

One important service of the Cloud can be regarded as Cloud-Based Education. This capability can promote cloud services in educational settings with minimal interference from the local data centers. Consequently, the cost of the needed infrastructure is reduced and the availability of establishing an advanced educational environment is dramatically augmented. For this reason and many others, Cloud Computing is poised to become a game
changer, especially in education. With access to the Cloud, an educational institution can quickly develop and deliver advanced distance learning, with excellent benefits to STEM education. Quick availability of complex computations and visualization of applications in diverse STEM domains such as chemistry, biology, physics, mechanics, and others can become a reality for the educators and the learners.

The ecosystem of a typical cloud utilizes a three-layered architecture [2, 7]. On the top layer, there is Software as a Service (SaaS). In the second layer, there is Platform as a Service (PaaS) and in the third layer, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). A CBE-CS platform will utilize all three layers offering new services to the educational community. This paper examines how specific Computer Science courses can be mapped to certain layer(s) of the Cloud.

Rapid growth of the cloud technology and promises to reduce the IT costs [5] pushed numerous educational institutions to revise their IT infrastructure and follow the Cloud development. Our university, like many others, is moving to the Cloud within the next five to ten years. Computer Sciences and STEM Education are among the prime targets.

Ever since the emergence of Cloud Computing, significant emphasis and efforts have been offered in exploring and defining this new technology [4, 7, 8, 9]. Experts predict that by 2020 most institutions and enterprises will move to the Cloud thus eliminating the dependency on desktops [10]. Nevertheless, the universal scheme among all Clouds is the scalability of offered services through the Internet. These services vary, starting from the needed hardware to the applications. Several research efforts [5] in the educational field focused on using public clouds like Windows Azure [11], Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [12], and Google AppEngine [13]. While standardization efforts are underway by NIST and others, the majority of cloud users seek the power of the Cloud in the infrastructure, platforms, software, and services.

This paper introduces and describes CBE-CS. First, we review related work. The next section provides an overview of Cloud Computing. CBE-CS is described next. Selected Pilot CS courses for CBE are then presented followed by an implementation framework. Finally, we outline some discussions, future work, and concluding remarks.

Related Work

Cloud-Based applications for education has attracted many researchers and educators. While a majority of developers are targeting to move their distance learning platforms to the Cloud, few are using cloud capabilities to explore better use of the technology and its services into their lectures. Our efforts are among the latter. Our investigation indicates that most CS educators focus on certain courses and put their efforts in teaching the selected courses on the Cloud. In contrast, our focus is to integrate the Cloud capabilities into the CBE-CS platform. Unlike other Cloud-Based Education models, the proposed CBE-CS framework takes advantage of the intimate relationship that exists between the cloud technologies and CS courses. Due to this unique attribute, a CBE-CS platform can penetrate into all layers of the Cloud and provide meaningful examples for students. This section briefly reviews the work on virtual classrooms and e-learning and then examines examples of the efforts on Cloud-Based Education.

Virtual Classrooms

A virtual classroom (VCR) is an interactive environment where the learners and educators collaborate via computers [14]. The learning setting is often augmented by multimedia to enable interactivity. With the growth of Web 2.0, social interactions have played an important role in virtual environments beyond e.g. a simple game-based learning. Unlike a traditional classroom, the content of a VCR course can be repeatedly used [15]. In addition, VCRs often offer two distinct features that traditional e-learning [16] does not support: virtual presence,
and synchronous live distribution. CBE can eliminate the limitations of traditional e-learning.

**CBE Examples**

This section describes examples of efforts from others using Clouds for their learning setting. Ma et al. [17] discussed suitable cloud applications to construct a collaborative learning setting. They illustrated benefits of Cloud Computing in e.g. solving storage limitation when dealing with massive resources. Further, they focused on constructing a platform to exploit the needed tools within the Cloud. To achieve this goal, four basic principles were used: learner centric, rationality of the navigation system, collaborative & sharing of e-learning, and effectiveness of the teaching resources. They used Google Cloud for their collaborative learning platform.

EduCloud [18] (by Vaquero) focuses on the use of IaaS and PaaS in teaching advanced CS courses. In a case study, Vaquero selected eighty four students and four educators for advanced network courses to evaluate teaching on the Cloud. The study showed that lack of identifying the appropriate service level of cloud abstraction can lead to problems. Nevertheless, the study showed that cloud utilization enhances students’ learning outcomes. The study concluded that using the Cloud helps students to focus on their tasks and not dealing with unrelated issues. Further, the study showed that PaaS can be the prevalent choice for higher level courses alleviating students need to deal with the hardware. Nonetheless, IaaS would be appropriate for courses such as Operating System and Software Engineering which may need details of operations using the Virtual Machine.

Another Cloud-Based solution for e-learning is presented by Al-Zoube [19]. The system is a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and is highly interactive using different tools and technologies. The VLE content was developed by teachers. While the research has been content-centric, the environment is learner-centric and follows the learners pace.

A Virtual Computing Laboratory (VCL) was constructed by North Carolina State University using IBM Cloud. This VCL offers the students the ability to allocate and access a VM as a basic machine or a specific application image such as Matlab [20].

**Cloud-Based Education**

This section describes what Cloud-Based Education is and how it can utilize cloud services. To better illustrate the concept, fundamentals of Cloud Computing are presented first, then e-learning and Virtual Classrooms are explored. After the common features of a CBE have been established here, Section 4 presents CBE-CS in details and how it can be mapped into the Cloud.

**Cloud Fundamentals**

NIST and other organizations define Cloud Computing as Internet-based technology [2,6,8] which offers computational resources via a computer network and delivers flexible, scalable, and on-demand services to the end-users. It furnishes large storage capacity, network bandwidth, and vast processing powers [4, 6]. The technology aims at freeing the users from being attached to specific machines. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) assure performance of applications through Service Level Agreement (SLA) [21]. The services are classified into three basic layers—applications, platforms, and infrastructures—each serving different purposes and tasks [11].

The first layer is referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). This layer can accommodate a complete IT infrastructure and deliver **Virtual Data Center as a Service (VaaS)**. At this level, CSPs often offer different services, for example, computing power represented by Virtual Machines (VMs), storage, virtual servers, networking services and more. The users can obtain the needed resources via CSPs’
portals. For example, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) [12] provides computing capacity via Amazon's data centers. IaaS offers a scalable infrastructure with the rapid provisioning feature. In addition, the users pay only for the utilized resources for the time period they need, thus eliminating overspending capital and initial setup. By integrating different clouds to offer additional resources, institutions may no longer be worried about resource limitations. This characteristic can play a key role in CBE in general and CBE-CS in particular as laboratories can be setup and torn down when they are needed.

The second layer is referred to as Platform as a Service (PaaS), which provides the ability to develop and deploy applications. CSPs often offer a set of tools and services to help the developers build their applications. Further, they can use plug-ins or prebuilt sub-programs for any Web-based applications which are compatible with the CSP's applications. PaaS offers services in different abstractions. The clients can use existing sets of deployed applications considered as high-level services, or build platforms using the provided operating systems and middleware.

The third layer is on the top of PaaS and is referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). It aims to deliver easy access to cloud applications through the Internet. In this layer, a CSP can provide a single instance on the Cloud for multiple users. Google Apps, a popular SaaS domain [13], provides a variety of Web-Based applications for business, education, and government.

Figure 1 shows examples of cloud services with selected CSPs in respect to the service layers. IaaS can deliver servers, storage, connectivity, load balancing, and firewall services. As shown, GoGrid [22], Amazon and others provide IaaS services. The PaaS layer acts as a container enabling the users to modify and develop their platform and deploy their applications. Typical CSPs at this layer are Force.com, Windows Azure, and Google AppEngine. The most abstract layer of the cloud service is SaaS, which enables users to run hosted applications on the Cloud and use them remotely, for example Yahoo mail and Gmail. SalesForce [23] is another example, which is a popular provider of Customer Relation Management (CRM) applications. Later, we use the model presented in Figure 1 to map a CBE-CS platform and illustrate how certain CS courses can be mapped to certain layers of the Cloud architecture.
E-learning and the Cloud

Distance Learning (DL), also known as e-learning, has an important role in education, especially for students who have health, work, location, or disabilities that hinder them from attending a traditional classroom. Students can join diverse activities online to meet the learning objectives of a class [24]. Despite the offered flexibilities, e-learning has limitations and challenges [24, 25]. Examples include scalability, quality, real-time interaction, and affordability due to the space restriction and the technology used. Traditional e-learning uses the client/server model often with limited network bandwidth. When excess requests are sent to the server, it gets congested. Most traditional e-learning systems lack social interactions caused by restricted technology with marginal quality of service. A 2006 study on e-learning market estimated reaching to $28 billion by 2008 [26]. In that year, the synchronous e-learning portion was worth $5 billion (only 18%) whereas in 2011 it was doubled [27]. Cloud services have alleviated several shortcomings of e-learning infrastructures. As a result, it is anticipated that Cloud-Based Distance Learning will be expanded dramatically in future due to the lower cost of maintenance, the elasticity features, and the pay-as-you-go business model.

Cloud as an Educational Platform

One important feature of the Cloud is elasticity [2,4,6,12]. This is a result of virtualization which gives the illusion of having unlimited resources available at the client leisure time.

Cloud-Based Education, also known as a blended e-learning [27, 28], serves as a complementary vehicle to a face-to-face class to enhance students learning outcomes [28]. In CBE, students attend the class similar to face-to-face classrooms while using an advanced e-learning surrounding that delivers learning materials via multiple technologies (Figure 2). CBE builds the learning environment by utilizing cloud services. The platform has dynamic capabilities and is scalable. The learning ecosystem of an institution can be customized by using the IaaS and PaaS services. On top of that, SaaS can deliver the learning contents and eliminate software updating, licensing, and maintenance. Incorporating traditional face-to-face learning with tools hosted on the Cloud can improve the traditional learning setting [29].

CBE has potentials to overcome several shortcomings faced in the traditional e-learning systems. It reduces the costs and time of administration, maintenance, and operations while increasing the availability of the resources for the learners. In addition, CBE offers the ability for institutes which may not be able to afford the initial costs to build an effective e-learning ecosystem [30]. Using the Cloud to build institutional infrastructure for virtual classrooms is beneficial to all stakeholders. Scalability and reliability of the framework are among the top advantages of this e-learning technique. Figure 3 shows the benefits of a CBE system for three categories of users: Educator, Administrator, and Learners. For each category potential benefits are exposed in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Illustration of diverse educational settings and blended learning.
CBE for Computer Science and Engineering Education

The goal is to deliver an improved learning setting for computer science education. Using the CBE concept, the framework can become portable and be generalized to offer a wider range of services for computer science and engineering education.

To determine potential computer science courses, we analyze our curriculum in respect to the CS2008 Review Taskforce [31] sponsored by ACM and IEEE Computer Society. The analyzing process was based on the assignment types, syllabus components, and course specifications in the CS Curriculum 2008 [31], and with respect to the base services of Cloud Computing. The result is (illustrated in Figure 4) mapped into the three layers of the Cloud architecture. We trust the presented mapping facilitates eloquent learning outcomes.

This work examined Cloud services to determine which courses would suit best to what level. The goal has been to teach the content in an interactive mode to better stimulate students learning. It was decided to spotlight the non-theory courses in this effort since most cloud services use programming. This is the focal point in identifying the intimate relationship between Cloud Computing and Computer Science education. The selection does not outcast theory courses but rather stresses the attention to utilize PaaS services. Clearly, any CBE can benefit from SaaS which ultimately uses IaaS utilities. In addition, the project identified different levels of difficulties in courses to explore more than one layer of cloud services.

Moving from the SaaS layer to the PaaS reflects the increase in the depth, difficulty, and complexity of a course. Likewise, the move from PaaS to IaaS indicates complexity of a course with respect to the needs for details in VM configuration, networking, and operating systems. For courses like Fundamental Programming, Intro to Computer Security, Data Analytics, and other courses on the SaaS layer, we propose using hosted applications on the Cloud and eliminating hosted licensing issues, maintenance, and updates. For Fundamental Programming courses, any programming language hosted on the Cloud can be used. Managing user access and group organization can be done at SaaS level for e.g. Intro to Computer Security course.

Pilot Courses and Framework

In this paper, three CS courses are selected to demonstrate potentials of a CBE-CS platform: Database, Operating Systems, and Parallel Programming. The descriptions below on these pilot cases can easily be expanded for other CS courses as indicated in Figure 4.
Database

Most clouds offer database services. Students can use the services and create their databases, connect them together, implement and maintain rational databases, and retrieve information using Structured Query Languages (SQL) with PHP or other Web programming languages. As an example we explore IBM and Windows Azure. IBM Clouds offers a database solution by providing DB2 images. Students create their database by selecting and adding DB2 images for the desired operating system [32]. After naming the image, students can setup the security level by creating private and public keys configuring the DB2 image (Figure 5).

The access permissions must be identified. DB2 images give the ability to set three different access levels: owner, administrator, and user. The password should be entered for each access level. After this, students can start to write PHP and SQL code using their username and password on the portal interface. In addition, learners can use remote access from their local machine by using the public and private keys.

Figure 5: Configuring DB2 image of IBM's Clouds [32] (Krook, 2011).

Figure 7: Available Virtual Machine images from AWS [12] allowing students to work with different operating systems and implementations (Amazon, 2011).
Similarly, Windows Azure offers a database solution with a user friendly interface (Figure 6). To build a database with Windows Azure, students start with creating a subscription, followed by creating the server, the access levels, and passwords. The database is created via the .NET framework and connected to the server.

**Operating Systems**

Operating Systems (OS) is one of the most beneficial courses for CBE-CS since most CSPs offer a variety of OS images. Students can perform multiple exercises and programming assignments on the available OS images. In addition, they can design their own OS and implement its image in a Virtual Machine (VM) on the Cloud. Due to virtualization techniques, no harm will be done if a student’s version crashes. This is in contrast to a real machine which is the nightmare of any system administration who allows students root access. VM will expose the students to the in-depth knowledge on different operating systems, their performances, and compatibility.

Students can practice the behaviors of different scheduling algorithms using any programming language, virtual memory, or device management, and so on. In a traditional setting, such exercises are only possible using simulations and not real machines. With CBE-CS, students will experience building and testing real algorithms to be executed on the Cloud.

To start programming with Amazon AWS [12], the service selection comes first through the AWS interface. After the service selection, the user chooses an appropriate Amazon Machine Image (AMI) or uploads a specific created image from his/her local device to AWS, as Figure 7 illustrates. The user then needs to specify the number of instances. Finally, the wizard provides a detailed report about the selected instances.

**Parallel Programming**

One distinct advantage of CBE-CS for student learning is parallel programming, which is the foundation of High Performance Computing (HPC) where the Cloud ultimately resides. The availability of potentially unlimited processor power offers an outstanding platform for any parallel programming courses.

Cluster, Grid, and High Performance computing is one of the cornerstones of computer science curriculum. To teach students the HPC concept, one needs hands-on practices with different settings of parallel programming paradigm. With the availability of commodity cluster and multicore hardware, it is fairly easy to achieve the basic tool. Nevertheless, the initial costs, the setups, installations, and maintenance are challenging. A CBE-CS platform overcomes the availability issues of HPC and offers students the tools to practice their lab assignments when they need to.

Students need to understand and practice with issues such as scalability, synchronization overhead, performance, partitioning, and load balancing of diverse applications. The same rule should apply whether students are using local clusters or the Cloud. However, using actual distributed servers in the cloud can improve students’ understanding for issues related to the distributed system, thus improving the learning outcomes.

Numerous parallel models exist today in a parallel programming course. Examples include multi-threading (shared-memory), message-passing, distributed systems, SIMD vs. MIMD style, and recently GPU programming. Students using CBE-CS can exercise, for example, with a Message Passing Interface (MPI) and run their programs. Use of Amazon's EC2 is illustrated in Figure 8. Students may implement an application program using MPI [33]. Building MPI or OpenMP via OpenSSH [34] allows students to test, run, debug, and deploy their applications on a highly scalable distributed system. This process will expose the students
with e.g. hidden bugs and other issues mentioned above to understand parallel programming complexities.

**Implementation Framework**

As discussed earlier, Distance Learning (DL) in its current client-server mode is limited and needs to be augmented with advanced features often found in advanced virtual classrooms. Harnessing the Cloud into e-learning gives more flexibility and dynamic resource allocation. Virtual classrooms integrated with Cloud Computing helps to overcome some DL and e-learning limitations. An abstract view of a CBS-CS implementation framework is illustrated in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, DL is at the bottom layer followed by Cloud Computing, and integrated with a virtual classroom layer. An interface will help the users to access the course contents of CBE-CS. This architecture can enhance QoS when adding more students or multimedia content. In addition, the live video conferencing limitation, which is normally a problem in traditional systems, can be eliminated when using Clouds with good bandwidth [35].

![Implementation Framework Diagram](image_url)
Based on the identified courses and selected Clouds, a CBE-CS Ecosystem has been constructed which is illustrated in Figure 10. The focus here is, how to integrate the courses on the Cloud and how the Cloud can be integrated in the teaching process. The proposed ecosystem contains four layers: User Interface, SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. In addition, three modules are added for access, maintenance, and security: user log database, system security, and service management. This ecosystem covers the issues presented in this paper. It is fairly straightforward to generalize this system and expand it to other sciences and engineering education, especially those that need extensive computing power and visualization. Future work will target implementing the framework and carefully studying its limitations and strengths.

**Concluding Remarks and Future Work**

This paper explored potential benefits of Cloud Computing in educational settings to overcome the limitations of traditional classrooms and e-learning. The work was primarily focused on Computer Science education to improve student learning using the services offered by the Cloud. The paper identified potential CS courses to teach through the Cloud with the ability to add more courses. Further, Cloud-Based Education for Computer Science, CBE-CS, was introduced and the ecosystem of the proposed platform was presented.

This work has highlighted the benefits of the Cloud for institutions, administrators, faculty, and students. Three pilot courses (Database, Operating System, and Parallel Computing) on different public Clouds were discussed and the usefulness of a CBE-CS framework was elaborated. It is argued that Cloud Computing can offer a plethora of tools and options for STEM education.

The proposed framework is a roadmap for implementing a complete virtual classroom ecosystem on the Cloud. An independent study needs to be conducted to compare the learning process using the proposed framework contrasted with the traditional learning environment. As part of future work, the
proposed ecosystem needs to be implemented and be evaluated to find its strengths and limitations. Further, the framework needs to be examined to see how it can efficiently enhance the learners' performance. Finally, future studies need to investigate the effectiveness of the course contents and their placement in the framework.
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